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BOARDROOM VIEW
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Tee Ritson finishes off his early try of the season contender against North Wales. The on
fire West Cumbrian scorched in for a hat trick of tries and goals at West Wales last week.

I would like to take the opportunity to
welcome the players, staff and supporters
from Rochdale and wish them a safe return
journey. Today’s game promises to be
another tough test for us in our quest to
finish top of the pile. I was a little surprised
that Rochdale lost at Coventry and Hunslet
as I had them down as promotion
contenders, but I don’t think we can take
them lightly despite those defeats. 

For ourselves we have picked up one or two injuries
in the camp, but we are blessed with such a strong
squad and even have had the luxury of rotating
players. It is pleasing that all our players have been
able to perform when needed. 

Off the pitch we are starting to build some real
momentum and the crowd close to 2,000 for the

North Wales game was pleasing but just a start. The
takings on the day were exceptional and it really was
a Super Sunday for the club. The big screen was
used for the first time the day before for the
Champions League final and we streamed the West
Wales fixture on Saturday. We are starting to
generate income on many more days of the week
which is the strategy we always intended. Tomorrow
we are sold out for the England v Croatia game and
that promises to be yet another great occasion as
we are starting to become the entertainment venue
of choice. Of course, all the extra income will be
used to improve the team and facilities. We are
determined to be a club pushing for Super League
so we must continue to improve and hopefully our
first goal of promotion is achieved. 

STEVE NEALE
Chairman



  



FROM THE TOP

First of all a great big Thank You for the turn-
out we had for the game with the Crusaders a
couple of weeks ago.

A gate of just under 2,000 was brilliant – and what an
atmosphere you created. I hope you enjoyed that
game and have brought another friend along with you
today. 

A lot of work has been going on behind the scenes at
the club as well as on the playing front and it helps
make our efforts feel very worthwhile when the ground
starts filling up and you are set for an enjoyable time.
Our unbeaten run continued at West Wales Raiders
last weekend by 60 points to 10 but there was more to
be pleased about than the result despite some very
familiar names missing from the line-up.

No Ben Harrison, no Luke Cresswell and no Jake
Carter because of injuries; no Jamie Dallimore
because of a ban; and no Adam Walne because I felt
he needed a well deserved rest.
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Obviously with two halfbacks out I was going to have
to do some shuffling of the players and all those given
new roles responded in a great way. But what was
more impressive was that Connor Terrill, Carl McBain
and Harry Swarbrick - all making their first appearance
of the season - didn’t let us down and lived up to the
high hopes I have of them.

I know in some people’s eyes I seem reluctant to give
youngsters a chance but I have a responsibility to the
young lads and have to be careful not to push them
too far too soon.

I know those who got their chance last weekend
enjoyed it and while it must have been good for them
playing alongside people like Carl Forster, Tee Ritson.
Declan Hulme and Danny Morrow, just think of the lift
they will get when they get the chance to regularly
line-up with experienced players like Ben Harrison.

Yes, that’s something for them to look forward to. And
after last weekend it shouldn’t be too far away.
With five games gone I feel the league is beginning to
sort itself out. It is great that we are unbeaten and top
of the table but that will make other clubs more
determined to lower our colours.

We have to be on our guard, starting today with the
visit by Rochdale. They will be wanting to start
climbing the table and we have to be aware of that.
We will do our best on the field and we will be relying
on your support and encouragement from the
terraces.

PAUL   





It,s not often Barrow have a home game on
a Saturday but today we entertain Rochdale
Hornets and it will be interesting to see how
many come through the gates. What a great
attendance it was for the North Wales game
two weeks ago 1,915.The atmospehere was
electric as I walked around the ground prior
to kick off.

One would have thought there were more like 3-
4000 in as spectators soaked up the sun and
witnessed another fine victory.It was a good feeling
as many folk stopped me in my tracks to the Press
box ,you would have thought it was twenty years
since I have seen so many of them.

Not just folk talking to myself, but to those that they
stand with at every game the chatter amongst them
was a treat.

How nice it is to see two Cumbrian teams holding
down the top two positions in the table.Barrow now
have five straight wins under their belt with
Workington in second place with four from five.

Points difference is important and Barrow rattled up
104 points in their last two outings with just eighteen
conceded, ironically against the two Welsh sides 44
home to North Wales and 60 in West Wales.

As it stands Barrow have 211 for and 62 against
while Workington have 180 for and 94 against.

Bring on June27th when Town make a visit, no doubt
they will bring a big following.

Have many of you noticed that Barrow Soccer over
several years rarely include a local player-last season
they had only one in Tom Beadling.Not like Barrow
RL in last weeks game at West Wales no less than ten

of the 17 on duty were  local lads eleven if we
include Tee Ritson (Well he is an adopted local boy
now as he resides in the Town.

I always found it difficult watching the Soccer(not at
Holker Street but on I.league or whatever you call it)
with a team made up  of out of town players.So it is
so encouraging to see our local lads in the Barrow
shirt.

So it,s a Saints v Castleford Cup final after wins over
Hull and Warrington respectively.Can Daryl Powell,s
side give their loyal Coach a big send off by lifting
the trophy. He must have had mixed feelings as
“Cass” beat Warrington who he will be Coaching
next season.

And for all us Barrow fans, Warrington  are the team
that Joe Bullock will be joining next season.

Joe made great strides when joining Wigan and was
tipped to be part of the England squad for the
forthcoming World Cup.

From all accounts Joe has not been happy at Wigan
in recent weeks as Adrian Lamb  looks to have more
faith in four or five very young forwards.This in my
opinion is why Wigan seem to be going off the boil.
They seem to lack experience up front.

And on the case of Warrington the great Bobby
Fulton passed away recently. Though Warrington
born (emigrated as a four year old) Fulton went onto
be one of Australias top scrum half,s and National
Coach,s.Another ex Warrington half back also
passed away last week Alan Gwilliam he played
against Barrow in the 1980/81 John Player Final

PADDY
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FROM THE EDITOR
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OUR SPONSORS

Massive thank you to our Match Day and Champagne Moment Sponsor who is also our wonderful stadium
sponsor Matt Johnson Prestige, we owe special thanks to Matt for supporting us the last few years and beyond,
he  has stood by  the club throughout lockdown and uncertainty and already has been sponsoring Raiders at

every game for 2021 season - our Match Ball Sponsor was Paul Denby, the owner of Little Tony's Tyre Shop who
confessed in his speech when he received his signed match ball from.our Chairman, Steve Neale, that he had

just attended his very first game "ever" of rugby league, he said he really has had the greatest day ever and will,
for sure be back soon, thanks so much to Paul and his team for all his recent and generous sponsorship at the

club. We appreciate all our sponsors.
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Cumbria   LA12 7AJ
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PRESS VIEW

Remember the old days – those before
social media, internet and fans forums –
when the papers were the reference centre
for Rugby League news? 

Certainly I do - I was part of them – and unless
memory is playing tricks I recall that as a RL reporter
I tended to fill the allotted space with stories of
players transfers, injuries, team news and match
reports with the occasional dispute – Ellery Hanley’s
fall-out with Wigan was a real headline grabber as
was Great Britain’s “Melbourne Miracle” in 1992.  
That was the night the Lions beat the Aussies 33-10
on a night Dave Hadfield called “a crazier story than
anything from Neighbours.”

Stories that were all about players.
Things have changed quite a bit over the last few
decades and now wherever you look for Rugby
League “news” you can come up with a story that is
all about the game’s politics.

The latest in a long list that started with the launch
of Super League back in the mid-nineties is the
game’s plans for elite Academies.  No sooner had
the RFL announced that ten clubs would have the
privilege of running academies than the threats of
legal action were flying about with Hull KR leading
the way. Eventually the RFL saw the error of their
ways and had a re-think apparently allowing the
Robins, Bradford and Castleford to retain elite
Academy status after all – at least for the time
being.

I can’t pretend to know the ins and outs of all these
decisions but I do know it is a long way from the
original thoughts behind how a club had to spend its
Sky windfall twenty-odd years ago – when it was
compulsory for a Super League club to have
academy set-ups, not a haven for the chosen few.

If you haven’t seen it and can get hold of a copy I
recommend Richard de le Riviere’s Rugby League
Acritical History 1980-2013 to fill in the details.
Meanwhile another political row is brewing following
the Rugby Football League, who now appear to run
the community game (once known as the Amateur
Game under the wing of BARLA) decision to charge
each amateur volunteer and player a registration fee
of £25 to be involved in the sport.

That one could run and run.

Fortunately just when some of us were beginning to
wonder where the next exciting game was coming
from we were treated to two excellent Challenge
Cup Semi-Finals and can look forward to a thrilling
Wembley between Castleford and St. Helens.  It was
a great shame, though, that despite the fact that
crowds were allowed back in to the semi-finals Leigh
Sports Village looked a pretty empty place at the
weekend.

Politics and Cup semi-finals aside, enjoy today’s
hope the Hornets fans have a pleasant day out.
Judging by our last home game Craven Park is an
excellent place to be these days.

PETER WILSON
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Dec Hulme and

Callum Bustin

combine to halt

North Wales second

row Alex Ecksley.
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Simon Fell 
Member of Parliament 
for Barrow & 
Furness

Working together 

with you to Secure 

Furness’ Future

Sign up for my newsletSign up for my newsletter aSign up for my newsletter at Sign up for my newsletter at simonfellsimonfell.simonfell.orgsimonfell.org

If yIf you need my help with a maIf you need my help with a matIf you need my help with a matter or yIf you need my help with a matter or you If you need my help with a matter or you 
would like twould like to book a surgerwould like to book a surgery appointment would like to book a surgery appointment 
ccontcontacontact me acontact me at contact me at simon.fellsimon.fell.mp@psimon.fell.mp@parliamentsimon.fell.mp@parliament.simon.fell.mp@parliament.uksimon.fell.mp@parliament.uk 
or call or call 01229 314 22001229 314 220

  SimonRJFell 





Back row left to right: Nathan Mossop. Harry Swarbrick. Adam Ford.              

Middle row: Adam Walne. Shane Toal. Carl Forster. Ryan Duffy. Jordan             

Bottom row: Steve Rea. Luke Cresswell. Tee Ritson. Dec Hulme. Jamie Dallimore.               



            Connor Terrill. Carl Mcbain. Tom Hopkins.  Callum Bustin. Liam Saunders 

            Walne. Ben Harrison. Danny Morrow. Dan Toal. Mark Tyson. Jake Carter 

              Paul Crarey. Jarrad Stack. Bradd Crellin. Ryan Shaw. Ryan Johnston. Paddy Maher 
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BARROW LADIES
Barrow Ladies travelled to Stanningley for our
4th game of the season… after 2 wins and a
draw in our first 3 matches this was a game we
needed to win.
Fielding a side short of around 6 1st teamers and 2 new
starts Barrow took to the field with confidence in their
ability to get a win. Past games against the Stanningley
team have proven niggly and tough, to say the least, and
this game proved no different. After a physical start by
both teams and no one wanting to give a yard Barrow
finally broke the deadlock with some excellent work from
the forwards to create a little space for Abbie Obrien to
cross over the line for a 4 – 0 lead with Jodie Litherland
adding the conversion. 

The next 20 mins saw Barrow, unfortunately, put
themselves under massive amounts of pressure due to
unforced handling error and with half time looming the
Barrow defence stood solid for some 3 – 4 sets but they
finally ran out of steam only to see Stanningley cross the
line with the conversion missed leaving the half time
score or 6-4 in barrows favour.

After a regroup from Barrow at half time the 2nd half
kicked off at the same brutal pace and physicality as the
first with each team going set to set until finally the
Stanningley defence was opened up by a chip over the
top from Jodie Litherland who collected the ball and
score. From this try the referee awarded a Barrow penalty
try due to a Stanningley player, who was lucky to stay on
the field, fouling Litherland with knees in the neck while in
the act of scoring. Unfortunately the conversion was
missed but the penalty wasn’t putting the score to 12 – 4
in Barrow favour. For the remainder of the match
Stanningley pressed and pressed the Barrow defence
until once again it was breeched with a try by the
Stanningley full back although the conversion was again
missed (12 – 8). With 10 minutes to go Barrow regrouped
and took the game to Stanningley and where rewarded
with a penalty for foul play which they slotted over for the
2 points making the score 14 – 8. With minutes to go
Stanningley then threw everything at Barrows try line but
Barrow held firm with a number of try saving tackles

across the park until the final whistle was blown.

Barrow have worked hard over the past few weeks to put
some things straight and an excellent attitude from
Barrow won them the game and gives us a few more
things to work on….. With a no game next week this
couldn’t have come at a better time for Barrow who
having been weakened by numerous injuries the 2 weeks
will hopefully see the return of a few 1st team players and
also allow the battered bodies from the Stanningley
game recover.

WOTM was chosen in order of Jodie Litherland, Jodie
Crawford and Nat Saunders with Nat Saunders getting
tackler of the match, although anyone of Barrow players
could have been given this due to the excellent all round
team performance that they produced.

Barrows next game see them away to Hull on 20th. Which
will prove another tough game for them but hopefully the
right result will come and we can keep our unbeaten
record intact …
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OUR LAST HOME GAME
BARROW RAIDERS 44 
NORTH WALES CRUSADERS 8
Barrow cruised to a fourth succesive victory
to go top of League One as previous
leaders Workington Town went down 24-26
at home to Doncaster. The Raiders ran in
eight tries with two spectacular length of
the field efforts from Tee Ritson and fellow
winger Shane Toal.
The home side never had to get out of second gear
as the Crusaders didn't have a lot to offer and only
registered their points in the final three minutes.

The Raiders took the game to the men from North
Wales and were ahead with only  four minutes on
the clock. Former Widnes star Patrick Ah Van put in
a high shot on Jarrad Stack and from the tap penalty
Carl Forster sent out a neat ball to Adam Walne who
crashed over for Jake Carter to convert 6-0.

It was the Welsh side who were next to apply
pressure with Gav Rodden being held up as Barrows
defence stood firm.Forster and Tom Hopkins were
both denied both being held up by an under
pressure defence. 

Having held out they went upfield with former
Barrow favourite Jono Smith making good yards but
again there was no way through a tight defensive
line.

Smith was to leave the field with a wrist injury as
Barrow doubled their tally to 12-0. A penalty for
offside  enabled Johnston and Creswell  to combine
and send Mark Tyson in at the corner,Carter adding
the conversion.

A high kick to the corner from Johnston saw  Shane
Toal hit the ball at speed but just failed to gather
cleanly with the line open.

Then a massive roar from the home fans baking in
glorious sunshine as Tee Ritson shrugged off a

would be tackler to pull clear and go in from eight
yards,Carter obliging with the kick 18-0.

Sam Dowsett came on for his first outing in a Barrow
shirt and soon made his  mark, he followed a break
from Callum Bustin and parted to Jake Carter to
cross and convert,  24-0 at the break.

Seven minutes into the second period Carter was
the provider for Stack to crash over, no goal 28-0.

Shane Toal almost got on the score-sheet but was
bundled into touch as he dived over the white-wash.

The Crusaders were never in the hunt, but a
dangerous break from Ah Van was halted with a
superb Ritson tackle.Barrow soon added to their
tally when swift hands along the line saw Johnston
send Tyson skipping through the cover 32-0.

The visitors were denied opening their account
when Tyme Dow- Nikau dotted the ball down over
the home line but referee Mr Moors ruled he had
lost possession.And when Crusders tried to get in at
the other corner, a long pass was intercepted by
Shane Toal, the winger juggled with the ball before
galloping ninty yards despite Ah Van giving
chase,Carter converting 38-0. Creswell went in for
try number eight with Carters touchline kick sailing
between the posts 44-0.

A clean sheet was on the cards as the clock ticked
down, however with three minutes left on the clock
Rob Masson and Nikau went in for unconverted
tries.

Man of the Match Jake Carter.

Team: Creswell, S Toal, Hulme, Tyson, Ritson, Carter,
Johnston, Forster,Mossop, Walne, Hopkins,
Stack,Harrison. 
Subs used: Dowsett, D Toal, Morrow, Bustin

Attendance 1,915.



   

Captain Fantastic!

Jarrad Stack marked

his 250th career

appearance in

English RL with a

typical trademark try

against North Wales.
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LOOKING BACK
OCTOBER 5TH 2009
CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL
BARROW 26 HALIFAX 18
VENUE WARRINGTON

Last weekend Dave Clarke pulled on a shirt for
the first time since his retirement in 2006 when
he wore the number six shirt for Ulversron in
their game with Haydock. The former Barrow
hooker also crossed for a try in the  36-10 win.
Today we look back on Clarkes great achievement when
his Barrow side took on a very good Halifax side  in the
Championships Grand Final.

Earlier in the season Barrow went down  34-18 to Widnes
at Blackpool in the Northern Rails cup final. However this
time they went one better and lifted the trophy with a fine
win wiht the final result haning in the balance till Andreas
Bauer crossed in the 78th minute, Converted by Jamie
Rooney.

It was also a great day for beneficary Des Johnston who
was the most delighted figure in the stands on the final
hooter.

Halifax were first to threat when Paul Smith borke down
the touchline only to fall to a great cover tackle from James
Nixon.However they did go ahead after Liam Harrison lost
possession in a tackle,Fax swooped for Mick Goven to
send James Haley around the cover to score, 0-4.

Barrow could have put points on the board only for Dave
Allen to drop a neat pass from Gary Broadbent with the
line at his mercy. On the half hour the Yorkshire side went
into a 10-0 lead through a try from Shad Royston following
a break from Mark Gleeson,adding the goal was Lee
Paterson.

But their joy was short-lived as from the re-start Said
Tamghart dropped the ball ,Rooney then lofted a high ball
into the arms of Harrison who dotted the ball down-
Rooney tagging on the goal 6-10. This lifted Barrow who
swept upfield through McDermott, Luisi, Broadbent and

Bauer for Andy Ballard to race over 10-10 at the break.

But despair in the opening minutes of the second half
when Bauer lost possession. Fax took play deep with Ben
Black picking up a Gleeson pass on the bounce to sell a
couple of dummies to round James Coyle and score,
Paterson failed at goal 10-14.

Paterson should have edged Fax ahead minutes later
when Broadbent was penalised after not marking square at
a play the ball. However just to the right of the posts,
Paterson pulled his kick wide.

Broadbent made ammends shortly after when he crashed
tackled Gleeson into touch by the flag.

On 61 minutes Barrow urged on by a large following went
ahead for the first time.Neil Cherryholme was penalised for
a high tackle on Andy Ellis.From the tap penalty, Luisi's
neat ball enabled Dave Allen to stride through and
score,Rooney adding the extra two points 16-14

Barrow were now  sensing victory and they increased their
lead when Bauer darted in from dummy half after Allen
was halted short of the line, Roonely missing the
conversion 20-14.

However Fax rallied and were within two points following
an unconverted try from Govin who sliced through the
cover to score,Paterson failing at goal with a relatively easy
kick 20-18.

Barrow had the final say when Allens offload in the tackle
to Luisi saw Bauer race over to make sure the trophy was
heading back up the M6.

Barrow: Broadbent, Ballard, Bauer, Harrison, Nixon,
Rooney, Coyle, Roberts,Ellis, McDermott, Allen, Catic,
Luisi. Subs used: Young, Bracek,Halliwell, Noone.

Halifax; Royston, Haley, Roberts,Paterson, Worrinci, Govin,
Black, Cherrryholme, Penkywycz, Wrench, Larder,
Bannister, Smith. 
Subs used: Beswick, Gleeson, Tamghart, Maloney.

Referee: Phil Bentham (Wigan). Att: 11,398 
Man of the Match Ben Black.

PADDY
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Brett McDermott and Gary Broadbent





PLAYER KIT SPONSORS

P L A Y E R

Callum Bustin

Jake Carter

Bradd Crellin

Luke Cresswell

Jamie Dallimore

Ryan Duffy

Adam Ford

Carl Forster

Ben Harrison

Tom Hopkins

Dec Hulme

Ryan Johnston

Carl McBain

Danny Morrow

Nathan Mossop

Tee Ritson

Ryan Shaw

Jarrad Stack

Harry Swarbrick

Connor Terrill

Dan Toal

Shane Toal

Mark Tyson

Adam Walne

Jordan Walne

Sam Dowsett

Hakim Miloudi

Charlie Emslie

K I T  S P O N S O R E D  B Y

BOB JEFFO

SAM & BALLA

DND ACCOUNTANCY

HENRY HUDDLESTONE

RAIDERS MAINTENANCE TEAM

JOANNE NEILL @ HAYS TRAVEL

FURNESS HEATING SHOWROOM

IAIN WHITE

CRAIG METCALFE / ADELE NEALE

JON & SUZANNE LIVESEY

RORY & ELLIOT HARE

STYLECRETE

WAYNE CROWE

LOUISE SCARR

PROFFITT BOYS

KANE DEAKIN “HAPPY 16TH”

TITCH AND DAVE THWAITES

PETER HOGG

SUMMER SWARBRICK / LOUISE SCARR

ANN STEWART

WAYNE AND HELEN BARCLAY

AMBROSE RAIDERS

JOY CALLISON / ADELE NEALE

NEIL & JANET QUINN

NEIL & JANET QUINN

AC ELECTRICS

STYLECRETE

THE ROYAL HOTEL

A big Thank You to our kind Kit Sponsors this season



SPONSOR A SOD
To fill any available spaces please contact Pete Murphy
email: themurphstar@gmail.com     Tel: 07710 417827



James Freel Close, Barrow in Furness, Cumbria LA14 2NW

DECORATING 
CENTRE

GLASS & 
GLAZING

PAINTING & 
DECORATING

PLUMBING 
& HEATING

��� & Cen�al
Heating I�t�ati�s

Follow  us on:

01229 811222 | wardgroup.co.uk

  



Steve Rea
Lakeside Fire & Security -

Kieran Bates 

Paddy Maher
Ryan Johnston

Paul Crarey
Jayne & Ann Stewart

26 Ryan Shaw
Emlyn St Tyres - 

Andrew & Linda Sandham

27 Harry Swarbrick
24/7 Taxis - 

Dan & Kayleigh Payne

21 Adam Ford
Steve Livesey, Gill Gerrish,
Andy Wrennal, Kipper 

22 Carl McBain
Paul´s Carpets of Dalton

23  Hakim Miloudi
Stylecrete

25 Callum Bustin
Emlyn St Tyres - 

Andrew & Linda Sandham

PLAYER
SPONSORS

16 Tom Hopkins
Ann & Jayne Stewart

15 Dan Toal
E. J. Parker 

Technical Services 

18 Bradd Crellin
A1 Plumbing Services

17 Adam Walne
South West Lakes NFU Mutual 

10 Carl Forster
Jason Jefferson/Martin

Brogden/Jamie Heighton

12 Jarrad Stack
AC Electrics 

13 Jordan Walne
Harrison Fawcett

14 Jake Carter
Matt Johnson Prestige

11 Danny Morrow
The Crown, Walney 

1 Luke Cresswell
Hazel Robinson

2 Tee Ritson
Paul´s Carpets of Dalton

3 Declan Hulme
Lou, Rach, Jess, Amy 

4 Mark Tyson
Optech Fibres - Jamie Frankland 

5 Shane Toal
E. J. Parker 

Technical Services

6 Jamie Dallimore
E. J. Parker 

Technical Services

7 Ryan Johnston
Larkin Hire

8 Ryan Duffy
Schofield Construction

9 Nathan Mossop
Emlyn Street Tyres - 

Andrew & Linda Sandham

20 Ben Harrison
E. J. Parker 

Technical Services 

19 Connor Terrill
Southport Drive Massive 

& John

39  Sam Dowsett
Advanced Roofing &

Plastics Centre



www . k i t w o r l d . u k

Proud supporters 
and kit suppliers of 
Barrow Raiders 

RLFC
We are keen to deal with 
any local rugby clubs or 

sports clubs or schools in 

from gaining 
FREE kit  as part 

of  the deal

Ryan Johnston

chipped in with 5

goals from 7

attempts at West

Wales last week



ADVANTAGE! BARROW
RAIDERS COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION
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Since our last match day programme report,
just two weeks ago, we have launched our
new logo, started on a new health and well
being initiative in the form of Boxercise and
hosted a group of wonderful Young Carers
down at The Matt Johnson Prestige stadium
for their celebration event. We also ran a
holiday rugby and sports camp with over 20
children attending each day, sponsored by
Life Leisure. 

Our staff have been busy gaining new qualifications,
with Tee Ritson, Caroline Boyle and Ruth Parker
completing their Leadership in Running Fitness (LiRF)
qualification, and Tee and Ruth now qualified as
Walking for Health Leaders. This will allow us to have
two sessions of Raid Runners and Rambling Raiders
per week, as well as a track and field session for
children down on the athletics track each Saturday.
We have been awarded funding from Mencap for
taking part in the ‘Round The World Challenge’,
which allows our Able Raiders (adults with learning
disabilities) to achieve milestones for every hour of
exercise they complete. In fact, we are now providing
four hours per week of free exercise and sports
provision for over 20 adults and their carers, via zoom
and face to face.  

Our rugby delivery remains our highest priority,
aiming to grow the game and instil a love of rugby
with as many children and adults as we can. Barrow is
a rugby town, and Advantage! have a number of
groups enjoying rugby, from: Raider Braves; Raider
Girls; Raider rugby camps; Silver Raiders walking
rugby group; coaching rugby in over 20 different
schools and match day festivals focusing on rugby.  
Finally, we are now able to host schools and clubs at

The Matt Johnson Prestige Stadium to watch both
the men and women's teams. If you would like your
school or club to watch for free, including
accompanying coaches and parents, contact
advantage@barrowrlfc.com. 

To take part in any of our Advantage! programmes,
or to make enquiries, contact
advantage!@barrowrlfc.com
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Executive Boxes
BOX ONE: Supporter´s Trust Raffle winners     BOX TWO: Gary Stables Birthday party

BOX THREE: Gary Bolton     BOX FOUR: Advanced Roofing     BOX FIVE: Saunder´s Transpor
BOX SIX: Schofield Construction     BOX SEVEN: Sports Betting Syndicate

Referee: C. Worsley     Touch Judges: C. Etchells, S. Ellis

N E X T
HOME
GAME

RAIDERS V WORKINGTON
SUNDAY 27TH JUNE • KO 3PM

ROCHDALE
HORNETS

BARROW
RAIDERS

1 Luke CRESSWELL
5 Shane TOAL
3 Declan HULME
4 Mark TYSON
2 Tee RITSON
6 Jamie DALLIMORE
7 Ryan JOHNSTON
35 Carl FORSTER
9 Nathan MOSSOP
17 Adam WALNE
11 Danny MORROW
12 Jarrad STACK
20 Ben HARRISON

14 Jake CARTER
15 Dan TOAL
16 Tom HOPKINS
25 Callum BUSTIN

6 Lewis SHERIDAN
27 Dan NIXON
12 Jordan SYME
30 Lewis GALBRAITH
14 Declan SHERIDAN
29 Ryan FORSHAW
15 Danny YATES
10 Gavin BENNION
9 Sean PENKYWICZ
17 Fuifui MOIMOI
11 Josh JORDAN-ROBERTS
8 Callum MARRIOTT
20 Zac BAKER

19 Callum OGDEN
16 Adam HESKETH
22 Jimmy CONNOUGHTON
18 Luke FOWDEN





Proud to be Main Sponsor of  

Barrow Raiders

Visit our Showroom 
at Abbey Road, 
Barrow-in-Furness 
Cumbria, LA13 9AE
Tel. 01229 833676

NEW SEASON
NEW REASON 
TO DRIVE 
THE DREAM!
VIEW OUR FULL RANGE OF 
STOCK ONLINE AT:

WWW.FURNESSPARK.CO.UK

          


